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See also the instructions I uploaded to BurdaStyle (they are the same, just in a different format).
*If you are interested in selling wallets made from this tutorial, please see the guidelines at the bottom of the page.*
Features:
snap tab closure
6 credit card slots
zippered pocket
2 full width inner slip pockets
optional: outer zipper pocket
You will need:
2-3 fabric colors, about 1/2 yard total
interfacing, 1/4 yard
heavy duty snap, tools, and instructions
zipper (I used 7″, but you can always cut it shorter)
2nd zipper if you want an outer zipper pocket
zipper foot
size 16 needle
a cutting mat and ruler make this much easier
Cut your fabric:
Sorry, this picture is not completely accurate
2 - 8.5″ x 9″
6 - 8.5″ x 4.5″
1 – 8.5″ x 4″
1 – 8.5″ x 3.5″ (not pictured)
1 – 8.5″ x 3″
2 - 2.5″ x 5″ for snap tab (not pictured)
1- 8.5″ x 8″ if you would like an outer zippered pocket

The exact amounts of each fabric I used are as follows:
vinyl:
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1 pc, 8.5 x 9
1 pc, 2.5 x 5
cotton #1 (green):
1 pc, 8.5 x 9
1 pc, 8.5 x 4.5
1 pc, 8.5 x 3
1 pc, 2.5 x 5
cotton #2 (yellow):
5 pcs, 8.5″ x 4.5″
1 pc, 8.5″ x 4″
1 pc, 8.5″ x 3.5″
heavy interfacing:
1 pc, 8.5 x 9 (if you do not use vinyl for the outside, cut a 2nd piece the same size)
I also recommend interfacing the largest credit card pocket, and the inside of the zip pocket for extra stability.
Insert zipper:
Note: For this portion, I worked off of the tutorial provided by j.caroline for her hobo bag. If you would like more detail,
feel free to visit her site.
This is the hardest part, so I like to get it out of the way!
Step 1. Take 1 of your 8.5″ x 4.5″ pieces (this one will end up on the inside of the zippered pocket).
On the wrong side, draw a line in pencil 1″ from the top. It should end 1″ from each edge. Draw an identical line 1/2″ below
the first one, and connect them at the ends. This will be the square into which your zipper will be inserted.

Step 2. Place another 8.5″ x 4.5″ piece (the outside of your zippered pocket) underneath the piece you just drew on, right
sides facing. Pin.
Carefully sew around the box you drew using a small stitch length (I used 1.8). Make sure your corners are neat. Tie the
ends off to ensure the thread will not come loose.
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Step 3. Cut down the middle of your rectangle to about 1/2 ” from each end. Then cut to each corner (as close as
possible) creating a triangle at the end. Make sure this is neat.

Step 4. Flip one side right side out through the hole you just created, and press carefully around the rectangles edges. This
can be a bit fiddly, just go slow and pin it if you need to.
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Step 5. Pull each end back and you will see the triangle you cut before. Tack these down to the inside piece (marked with
red). This helps make the small ends of your rectangle neater.

Step 6. I like to sew across the open end of the zipper to make it easier to handle when inserting.
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Now, measure your zipper against the opening in your fabric. It should be just a bit long. This is good. I hate the metal endif your needle ever gets stuck in there, it’s very very hard to get out- I know from experience!
Sew across the teeth of your zipper (several times) just past where it will be hidden from sight. Cut off that darn metal
piece. You probably want the zipper to have about an extra 1/2″ or so on the end for inserting.

Step 7. Pin and sew the zipper in place (using a zipper foot). Sew close to the edge of the fabric (less than 1/8″). Notice the
stitches from the previous step are hidden past the edge of the fabric.
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*If you would like an outer zipper pocket, I recommend doing it at this point so that the first zipper is still fresh in your
mind. It can, however, be done at any point before step #23. See the instructions at the end of the tutorial (sorry for the
lack of pictures).
Finish Zipper Pocket:
Step 8. Take 2 more 8.5″ x 4.5″ pieces and place them wrong sides together. These will be the inside of your zipper pocket,
and the inside of the slip pocket.
Pin these pieces (wrong sides together) onto the outside of the zipper pocket (so the zipper is facing these new pieces).

Step 9. Stitch only the top edge together using a 3/8″ seam allowance.
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Step 10. Flip so the seam is hidden (the new pieces are behind the zipper piece). Press the seam well.
Pin all edges of the pocket. Topstitch the top edge that you just sewed together (marked with red). Baste together the other
sides using about a 1/4″ seam allowance (marked with blue).
Your zippered pocket is now complete!
Note: my actual stitches are much neater than my drawing skills might suggest

Credit Card Pouches:
Step 11: Take 2 more 8.5″ x 4.5″ pieces. Place them right sides together and pin. Sew the top edge only using a 3/8″ seam
allowance.
Flip so the seam is hidden, press the seam. Topstitch about 1/8″ from the folded edge. This will be your bottom pocket.
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Step 12. Take your 8.5″ x 4″ piece. Fold the top edge over 1/2″ and press. Topstitch about 1/8″ from the folded edge.
Repeat for both other pieces- 8.5 x 3.5 and 8.5 x 3.

Step 13. Line the largest 2 pockets up & pin. Make sure the top edges are parallel- this is more important than the bottom
edges being exact.
Draw a line in pencil 2.5″ from the top edge. Stitch over your line (this will be hidden from sight).
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Step 14. Do the same with the next piece, only draw your line 3″ from the top edge.

Step 15. Place the smallest piece on top. Pin all together, and baste the 3 unfinished edges using 1/4″ seam allowance.
Find the middle of your pockets (width-wise) and lightly mark points in pencil along that line.
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Step 16. Topstitch neatly over this middle line and tie off the ends nicely.

Your inside pieces are now ready to be assembled!
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Step 17. Place both your credit card slots and zippered pouches on top of the 8.5″ x 9″ piece you will use for the inside. Pin
together, baste all around the edges using 1/4″ seam allowance.
Note: I recommend interfacing this main piece before doing so. I did not since I used home decor-weight fabric, although
I wish I had.

Snap Tab:
Step 18. Place your two 2.5″ x 5″ pieces right sides together and pin.
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Step 19. Stitch around the outside using 1/4″ seam allowance. Leave one end open. Make sure to backstitch at the corners
so they are strong for flipping.

Step 20. Clip the corners and trim the seam allowances. Flip right-side out and press. Topstitch on the three sides with
seams about 1/8″ from the edge.
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Step 21. Make marks for inserting your snap about 1″ from the edge of your finished tab. Follow the manufacturer’s
instructions for inserting your snap.
Step 22. Take your main outer piece (8.5 x 9), and make a mark in the middle about 1.5″ from the top edge (one of the 8.5″
sides). Again, follow the manufacturer’s instructions for inserting the other side of the snap.
Note: You may also want to interface this piece. I used vinyl, so it was not necessary, but any other material should
probably use interfacing.

Step 23. Place the inside and outside pieces right sides together and pin. Make sure the snap edge of the outer piece matches
up with the card slots on the inner piece. Leave the opposite end (with the zippered pocket) open for flipping.
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Step 24. Stitch all around using a 1/2″ seam allowance. Use a small stitch for strength. Backstitch at the corners for extra
strength (they are very hard to flip).
Cut your corners and trim the seam allowances (except on open edge).
Note: Again- my stitches are much better than my computer drawing capabilities

Step 25. Flip the whole thing right side out and press it well. Insert the snap tab in the opening and pin in place. Make sure it
closes correctly.
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Step 26. Change your needle to a size 16 (or if you use vinyl like I did, a leather needle).
Slowly and carefully, topstitch all the way around. This takes time and patience. In the places with lots of layers, you may
need to turn the wheel by hand to get through the layers. Be especially careful around the open edge of the zipper pocket.

You are now finished! Fill it up and enjoy!
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Outer Zipper Pocket Instructions
1. Mark a rectangle as in step #1 on the wrong side of the 8.5″ x 9″ piece. This piece will form your inner pocket.
2. Place this piece on top of the main outer piece (i.e. the large vinyl piece in this tutorial), right sides together. Line up the
top and sides and pin around the rectangle as in step #2.
3. Follow steps 2-7 to sew in the zipper.
4. Once the zipper is inserted, fold the pocket fabric in half (right sides together) so the top edges are aligned. Pin around
the 3 open edges and baste it in place.
5. Continue with the rest of the tutorial, starting at step #8.
*For my personal sanity (the fine print):
The wallet pattern and tutorial shown above is available for limited commercial use only. You may create wallets from these
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instructions for your personal use or to give as gifts. You may also make and sell them at craft venues such as church bazaars
or in online venues such as etsy or artfire. In online venues, I would appreciate a link back to this tutorial.
You MAY NOT claim this tutorial as your own, reproduce it on your website or in any other form or reuse any of my
pictures or wording without my express permission. You MAY NOT mass produce wallets made from this tutorial.

Responses
1.
Your instructions were great. Very clear & easy to follow. I got started & then decided to add a center compartment
with a zipper too. Now mine has 2 zippered compartments. Your instructions have given it a very professional finish. I
love it & will use it for years to come. Thanks.

By: Sherry on January 20, 2009
at 8:41 am

2.
Thank you Sherry! I’m so glad it’s helpful! And wow I can’t believe you already got started on it- I just posted it!
Good luck!
now I want 2 zippered compartments…
I would love to see pictures when you finish! Let me know if you post them anywhere!

By: elily00 on January 20, 2009
at 8:51 am

3.
Wow, this is fantastic! I need a new wallet, and this looks like just the ticket. Thanks so much!

By: Kaitlinnegan on January 20, 2009
at 11:03 am

4.
wow! i completed a wallet earlier in the month and it is nothing compared to this! i am blown away and will definitely
be making one of these very soon!

By: hannahhh on January 20, 2009
at 6:48 pm
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5.
wow!!!! this tutorial is awesome!!!! i am glad you decided to share it with us, the wallet I saw on burdastyle was
great!!! One of my best friends is turning 29 (big deal, just one year till she, well we, are 30!) next month and I wanted
to make something unique for her!!!! I think I am going to use this superb tutorial!!!! THANK YOU SO MUCH!!!!!!!

By: Yolanda on January 22, 2009
at 4:26 am

6.
[...] Once I’m a master sewer, I’m gonna tackle this wallet. [...]

By: Sewing adventures! | Part 1 « de-clutterings. on January 23, 2009
at 5:28 pm

7.
Your instructions seem so clear and easy to understand. I have a couple of birthdays coming up and this will make
perfect gifts. Thanks for posting.

By: cdpquilter on January 27, 2009
at 3:11 pm

8.
I’m LOVING IT! Totally making a few of these for my girlfriends and mom! Thanks so much for your time and effort!
<3
N

By: NsOmNiAc on January 29, 2009
at 7:33 pm

9.
Your instructions and photos are very clear and inspiring. Thank you, thank you for your precise and easy to follow
tutorial… I will make one of your wallets soon. Carol

By: carol on January 31, 2009
at 6:38 am
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10.
followed your link from Burdastyle. this is a great tutorial. thanks!

By: pegs on February 3, 2009
at 10:18 pm

11.
Kindly notify me of how tos on Dress making or anything revelant to it. Thanks

By: Tosin on February 6, 2009
at 3:49 am

12.
Thanks so much for this tutorial! I just finished mine and I can tell already that I will love it!

By: HippieKender on February 17, 2009
at 2:05 pm

13.
OMG!! I love this wallet! I have made mine last night and am going to go wallet crazy if I don’t make another! Great
easy to follow tute! Thanx again!

By: Jen on February 25, 2009
at 11:19 am

14.
WOW! Thank you so much for this tutorial, just yesterday i sewed in my first zipper and now you’ve inspired me to
make a wallet.
THANK YOU

By: mamati on February 28, 2009
at 11:35 pm

15.
Oh boy … thanks for the detailed tutorial. Very nice.
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By: Sandy on March 1, 2009
at 9:39 pm

16.
This turned out gorgeous! I can’t believe how professional and neat it looks. And although I haven’t tried it yet, it
looks like your tutorial is really thorough and clear. Thank you!
I have extremely limited sewing experience, and I was just wondering if you think this is something that a beginner can
do? I’ll probably try even if it’s not (not much to lose), but I’d just like to gauge if I’m going to be in waay over my
head or only a little

By: Barb on March 10, 2009
at 10:40 am

17.
Hi Barb! I definitely think you should try it! You may want to make a practice one with cheap fabric first, though.
Really, the hardest parts for a beginner will be: sewing straight lines in your topstitching , sewing around the zipper,
and the hardest- topstitching at the very end (patience!). I think once you do one for “practice” you will do just fine!
Also, you should definitely let me know if the instructions are clear to you! I tried not to make too many assumptions
when I was writing them. If there is anything you think I should add/change, the feedback would be very much
appreciated, especially coming from a beginner!

By: elily00 on March 10, 2009
at 10:51 am

18.
I’ve been eyeing this tutorial forever and I finally tackled it! I learnt a few things…about that darned zipper! I wasn’t
able to do the top stitching at the very end because the little metal part was right on the edge of the wallet, so next
time, I will be snipping it off like you suggested.
http://createdcustom.blogspot.com/2009/03/our-newest-wallet.html

By: Emily on March 12, 2009
at 10:31 am

19.
I made another! I tried a zigzag stitch(first time ever using anything other than a straight!!!!!) around the edges of the
closure!
http://www.flickr.com/photos/amandem/sets/72157616091881910/
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By: Emily on March 29, 2009
at 3:20 pm

20.
What a great tutorial! I can’t believe I did that zipper with so little trouble. I usually mess the zipper up completely, but
the step by step instructions with clear pics were so easy to follow. Great job, thank you soooooo much!

By: beth on March 31, 2009
at 7:18 pm

21.
I love it!!!!!!!!!! Thanks for sharing.

By: alviana on April 1, 2009
at 10:17 am

22.
I just want to thank you for a gorgeous weekend! It started with the arriving of my new (and first!) sewing machine on
friday- a Singer Confidence 7470 like yours! It was real luck that I crossed your Blog on my search for a handmade
project as my best friends birthday present in a time where I was also looking for a machine fitting my requirements
for a good price – it turned out that this one was exactly what I was looking for! And what was the first project? Of
course your great wallet! I am a real beginner, but the instructions where so good that I finished my first wallet in one
day and could do a second one yesterday. Even my mom liked it so much that she did another one (I am sure that she
only wanted to try my new machine ) – so we finished three wallets in only two days One with japanese flowers
and butterflies, combined with lemon dots on light blue background for my best friend, one in different brown and rose
shades with dots, stripes and roses for my countrystyle-loving sister and one with dark blue and wine red ornaments
and stripes for my mom – everysingle one is so, so, so great!!!! I really thank you!!!!
Regards from Germany!
Viola

By: Viola on April 6, 2009
at 3:32 am

23.
excelente, thank you

By: Maritza on April 16, 2009
at 11:45 pm
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24.
Just finished my first (of many – how addictive is this pattern?!) and am so pleased with myself… Thank you thank
you thank you for sharing.

By: Jo on April 17, 2009
at 2:16 pm

25.
Hi Liz…I wanted to let you know I made your wallet and LOVE it…this tutorial was excellent. Truly I was worried
about doing it but you made the process so easy…thanking so much. I have it on my blog with a link back here if you
are interested in seeing the pic of mine…hugs Khris

By: Khristina on April 22, 2009
at 5:26 pm

26.
[...] step it up by having a go at this wonderful tutorial from Confessions of a Fabricaholic:
http://elily00.wordpress.com/tutorials/wallet/ (apologies – not yet learned how to do nice neat [...]

By: Well smello there… « Skippedydoodah on May 14, 2009
at 2:13 pm

27.
This is just pure amazing to me that you can make a purse so beautifully in your home! I
am inspired to do such a thing. Thank-you from such an inexperienced seamtress for all of your special photos …. I am
just happy to see ‘how’ you did this. Amazing!

By: Gloria Brown Bates on May 25, 2009
at 7:56 am

28.
Thanks for sharing
I love it!
mali
israel

By: mali hutvemahat on June 18, 2009
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at 2:10 am

29.
Perfect! It’s really exactly what I’ve been looking for. A wallet with enough spaces to hold my huge number of cards,
an outer zippered pocket for change (I hate leaving my wallet open well I wait for the ten cents they owe me…) a way
to keep my money from getting bent (it just bothers me!) and an inner zipper pocket for, well, absolutely anything!
Thanks again, and I can’t wait to make this.

By: Mags on June 23, 2009
at 8:36 pm

30.
This is a great tutorial! I just made a wallet last night and now wished that I hadn’t found this first.. Your directions are
so clear and the end product looks amazing! My friend’s birthday is coming up and I think this’ll be a great present.
And I may have to make one for myself as well.. =) Thanks for sharing!

By: L on June 28, 2009
at 5:23 pm

31.
(correction, sorry)
…wished I *HAD* found this first.

By: L on June 28, 2009
at 5:24 pm

32.
I love it! thank

By: Lenka on June 29, 2009
at 1:25 pm

33.
This is exactly EXACTLY what I was looking for!
Thanks for the incrediblely clear directions!
Jeez, now Ima have to make like a dozen for family members! What a great idea for Christmas pressies!!!!
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By: Bravoclone on July 14, 2009
at 11:11 am

34.
Thankyou so much for sharing this! Have been wondering what to do with some old sarong material for ages – this
surprisingly took less time than I thought it would to make (learnt loads about my new machine too!) I used a big
button because I didnt have a snap thingy – looks pretty good!
Just thinking the fabric from my curtains would look nice as a wallet too……!
Thanks again
Will definitely check your blog again

By: Aimee on July 16, 2009
at 2:10 pm
35. [...] its filthy now since I spilled some natural insect repellent oil but anyways… i followed this tutorial with some
modification. And came out with [...]

By: Away from my comfort zone « Footprints on July 28, 2009
at 10:41 am

36.
i made mine today. i can’t believe how well it came out! when i read through the instructions (i am a newbie), I didn’t
have a clue what you were talking about, but once i had my fabric in front of me, it all made perfect sense! Thanks for
such a great tutorial! i will be linking to you over the next couple of days!

By: liesl on August 17, 2009
at 12:40 am

37.
Hey, I’m really glad you’ve posted this tutorial. I’ve been starring at your tutorial for a while now, but I’ve finally
decided to try it out. My end result turned out rather nicely, it was my first major project which I followed the tutorial,
so I really like it.
My fabric wasn’t as strong as the one you used in your tutorial even though I’d interfaced everything.
Anyway thanks a lot for posting your tutorial
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_9dPvYJ6dTpo/SqRP4k-XWJI/AAAAAAAAAEQ/yrccQcAHKxE/s400/P9060312.JPG

By: Michelle on September 6, 2009
at 7:38 pm
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38.
Thank you so much! ive been searching for a good wallet tute for FOREVER! The instructions are very clear and
helpful.

By: Jen Hays on September 9, 2009
at 8:31 pm
39. [...] September 20, 2009 · Leave a Comment Purse made from this tutorial [...]

By: Anonymous on September 20, 2009
at 12:38 pm

40.
Hi – I love this pattern. I’m just trying to understand the outer zipper pocket. Your instructions say that the pocket
piece is 8.5 x 8 (the inner pocket is 8.5 x 4.5). I’m a little confused as to what you mean when you say:
4. Once the zipper is inserted, fold the pocket fabric in half (right sides together) so the top edges are aligned. Pin
around the 3 open edges and baste it in place.
Do you have any pics that help explain this? Thanks Kindly!

By: Jenny on September 27, 2009
at 10:24 pm

41.
[...] found this great wallet tutorial online at Confessions of a Fabricaholic and I had to try and make it. So here is my
second [...]

By: Wallet Project « Life is an Adventure on October 8, 2009
at 1:08 am
42. [...] Portafoglio da Confessions of a Fabricaholic (le ruberei il nome del blog se potessi!) [...]

By: Le borse di Gaya » Blog Archive » Link della domenica (dopo un bel po’ di domeniche saltate) on October
18, 2009
at 1:24 am

43.
I’ve just posted the pics of the wallet I made with your tute. You can find them here –
http://daddysgirl777.blogspot.com/2009/10/sewing-frenzy.html
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Scroll right to the bottom.
Thanks again for sharing and being so generous with your talents!

By: liesl on October 19, 2009
at 9:31 pm

44.
This is the perfect wallet pattern for me. I have enjoyed making it tremendously.
I had some trouble with understanding that the first two credit card pieces sewn together in steps 8 – 10 are the first of
the “2 large” in step 13 and that bottom pocket (step 11) meant back pocket. The smallest piece is the one that is on
top and shows the most. I ended up making a draft of the credit card part and it turned out to be an awesome idea so I
could adjust the measures exactly to my needs.
I will say I heavily recommend putting the snap on the tab before sewing it together! Otherwise you can’t buttonhole
the slits. You can’t crimp the snap prongs or add the padding you need in there without a whole lot of extra time. Then
again, it could certainly just be me.
I think it’s a wonderful tutorial and took so much patience to make to share with us. And, I do so admire the exact
pattern matching on the wallet.
Thank you so much for doing all of this for the rest of us to use and enjoy!

By: Sandra on November 1, 2009
at 10:12 pm
45. [...] This wallet was made from some scraps I had leftover from a baby sling I made for a friend a couple months ago. I
followed a how to from Confessions of a Fabricaholic. [...]

By: Scrap Wallet… and Dollar Days « Sew I Thought… on November 19, 2009
at 7:04 am

46.
I’ve just made this up for the second time. The first one wore out after almost a year of use. I used velcro on the snap
tab for this one. Hopefully, it won’t wear through like the magnetic snap did.
Great tutorial with nice clear instructions!

By: Solsisters on December 28, 2009
at 3:21 am
47. [...] bi-fold “checkbook” wallet with a snap. I fell in love with this pattern from Confessions of a Fabriholic forever
ago and just haven’t taken the time to tackle the [...]

By: My Creative Challenge « Love & Zeal on January 1, 2010
at 2:00 pm
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48.
Question: Is this pattern for personal use only or would it be okay to use it for limited commercial use (i.e. okay to
make and sell on etsy or artfire (with a link back to your tutorial) or other craft venues)?
By the way.. here’s my new wallet made from your tutorial and the matching purse…
http://www.solsistershandbags.com/2010/01/kiva-bag.html

By: Solsisters on January 3, 2010
at 1:11 am

49.
Thank you for coming by my blog and checking out the new wallet. I get a lot of compliments on it.
Thank you for giving your permission, Elily. You do absolutely have rights to the tutorial as presented on your website.
That is your intellectual property. As a fellow artist, I always ask first before I assume that it’s okay to benefit from
someone else’s hard work.
If you want to allow this pattern/tutorial for limited commercial use, here is an example of the wording you can add:
The wallet pattern and tutorial shown above is available for limited commercial use only. You may create wallets from
these instructions for your personal use or to give as gifts. You may also make and sell them at craft venues such as
church bazaars or in online venues such as etsy or artfire. In online venues, I would appreciate a link back to this
tutorial.
You MAY NOT claim this tutorial as your own, reproduce it on your website or in any other form or reuse any of my
pictures or wording without my express permission. You MAY NOT mass produce wallets made from this tutorial.

By: Solsisters on January 3, 2010
at 11:21 am
50. [...] don’t think I’ll get around to doing the clutches, but I am still going to attempt the wallet using this super cute
giraffe fabric I bought recently. I’ll post pics of the finished [...]

By: Creative Challenge Update « Love & Zeal on January 18, 2010
at 11:28 am

51.
This was a great tutorial – i made one that turned out well. However for those ‘perfectionists’ the following changes
might be useful:
- keep the fabric interfacing away from hems (a whole inch less than in some cases) as this makes the end top stitch
possible
- make the inside main (largest) fabric piece a cm smaller than the outer vynl (or outer fabric). The reason for this is at
the end when you turn everything right side out, the inside can be a little ‘baggy’.
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- if using vynl put some tissue paper between the machine foot and the vynl to prevent sticking.
Good luck.

By: SB on January 24, 2010
at 8:04 pm

52.
Thanks so much!!
http://www.flickr.com/photos/shouldbeworking/4339106519/in/set-72157623207502517/

By: Kristi on February 7, 2010
at 10:55 pm

53.
Love your tutorial.

By: Patricia Garcia on February 23, 2010
at 1:44 pm

54.
Hi,
I wanted to thank you for this GREAT tutorial!!!
I’ve made two wallets 5 months ago (one for myself…) and 3 more last month, as gifts for friends and family…
I love this wallet, I love making it, and people are just asking for more… (but let’s be honest, it’s not like I can make
so much of it… then it won’t be that special!!!).
I wanted to invite you to see those wallets on my Flickr {under… hmm… wallets… }
Thanks again for this great tutorial!!
Inbar.

By:  )ענבר )ברבימהon March 9, 2010
at 10:39 am

55.
[...] by searching around on the internet to find a style I liked, and then tried to duplicate it. Confessions of a
Fabricholic has a really easy to follow and thorough wallet tutorial. My wallet turned out quite a bit like [...]
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By: Fancy Fabric Wallet « on March 29, 2010
at 11:30 pm
56. [...] Organizer Wallet: (as seen in picture above) Snap tab closure; 6 credit card slots; zippered pocket; 2 full width
inner slip pockets; optional: outer zipper pocket. [...]

By: 20 Fabric Wallet Patterns & Tutorials {Free} : TipNut.com on April 24, 2010
at 7:06 am
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